Shopping Day

Directions: Add the prefix *re* or *un* to each of the base words in the Word Bank. Then use the new word to complete each sentence.

1. Every week my mother and I __________ to the grocery store.
2. We buy what we need to __________ the refrigerator.
3. Usually shopping is fun, but this turned out to be my __________ day.
4. I knocked a can off of a pyramid, and when I tried to ________ it, the whole pyramid fell!
5. A sales clerk yelled at me, which I thought was ________.
6. “You are very ________,” my mother said to him.
7. Together, my mother and I __________ the pyramid.
8. I was __________ to reach the top of the pyramid.
9. My mother __________ the last can to the very top.
10. The ________ clerk didn’t even bother to thank us!

WORD BANK

_____turned  _____lucky
_____turn   _____place
_____kind   _____built
_____fair   _____able
_____friendly  _____fill